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EDITORIAL
This week, a group of religious fanatics search for God across a nightmarish landscape.
Friedrich Heine finds a secret passageway. There’s trouble at work when Bennell faces up
to the drones. John C Adams reviews a short story collection. And an alien ship crashes in
Shakespeare Woods.
Eric Brighteyes attends the wedding feast of the woman he loves. And Deucalion learns
more about the rebels of Atlantis.
—Gavin Chappell
PS: Don’t miss Stephen Hernandez’ new book: Nazi Lesbian Vampires!
Now available from Rogue Planet Press: Lovecraftiana Walpurgisnacht 2019
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over
twenty years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from
freehand drawing to digital design, t-shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the
wildly abstract to pulp style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category
for that year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom
teaching cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in
Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.
https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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MIDNIGHT IN THE BLIND SPOT OF PROMETHEUS by Konstantine Paradias
“No more, brother, no more,” the Penitent said, before collapsing in the blue-tinted shadow of
the hoar-trees.
He lay there, long-limbed and wide-eyed, his arms sprawled across the grim-shrubs, his
fingers tangled against their skull-shaped warning facade. In the distance, the clanging,
chomping noise of the Wasp came ever closer.
Up. Up, I gestured, but the Penitent stared up at me and nodded softly, pointing down at the
red mess that were the soles of his feet, pulling up his dog-skin shirt to show the gangrenous
wound, set against his ribs, laid out against his cracked and tearing skin.
“Tired. Hungry,” the Penitent said, then nodded back at the stomping, clanking noise the
Wasp made, crawling ever closer “doomed.”
Close, I gestured again, pointing a patch of celeste coloured grass, halfway covering the old
sigil from the scripture of the Glow Church: a sun, surrounded by a trinity of gently curving
blades.
“For you, close,” the Penitent nodded and shoved at me, pointing out into the woods, toward
the gently sloping ground. Like honey, the sunlight seeped through the trees, revealing the
harsh, grey angles of the forbidden zone beyond.
The old song came to me, in the Church’s tongue:
-Thees playse ees nat a playse ov honoorAgain, I tugged at the Penitent, but he simply shoved me away, his withered arm suddenly
filled with newfound strength.
“We’ll meet again, won’t we? Just ask God; ask Him to bring back the Runner and old
Curious too,” the Penitent said, groaning like an old man as he stumbled to his feet, fumbling
with the row of mono-knives arranged on his belt. He held one up to the light, turning it to
check its edge-so thin and sharp it was nearly invisible—and said “just don’t forget the
Penitent. I won’t do well, out in the dark.”
Remember, I gestured and the Penitent hissed at me, stomping his feet into the ground like
he’d drive away a dog. The Wasp’s whirring, skittering noises came closer, rising in
frequency, then paused; I thought of it about to pounce, rolling back its hindmost row of legs,
compacting its glistening body as it contracted its backside, releasing its stinger. I thought of
old Curious’ screaming turning into a gurgle as the sting went in and the blue foam came
spilling out from the back of his throat and choked him, how his eyes faded into that shade of
violet blue and I bolted into the vegetation, toward the forbidden zone.
Somewhere behind me, someone shouted a challenge, halfway heard through the sound of
scraping stone. There was the barest whisper of branches of weathered metal and then just the
sound of bare feet, slapping on hard, smooth rock, covered in hardy growing vines.

“God’s stuck in the rock, whipped to it by his yellow regal robes,” the Runner said, two days
out of the jungles of the Manhut’tan. They had been fumbling their way across the maze of
thorns that had been set up since the days of the Glow Church, surrounding the place they’d
called Anathema.
“Nonsense. God ain’t stuck in the rock,” old Curious spat, always eager to chip in with his
knowledge of the Scripture “he’s bound in iron, prodded and poked by many-fingered
hands.”
Drowned, I gestured, but old Curious simply waved me away.
“I think he’s just dozing,” the Penitent said, always eager to chime in with a bit of blasphemy.
We stared at him in horror, but Penitent just added “he wouldn’t be much of a God, getting
pushed around like that now would he?”
“Blasphemer,” old Curious said and the Penitent shrugged.
“Heretic,” the Runner said and the Penitent just waved him away.
“Tell the priest, if you can find one,” the Penitent said and the others turned away, in
awkward silence. After all, the Glow Church had been gone a long time, their works and
words only half remembered among their generation, all but lost to those born after their
time.
Late that night, when we’d pushed past the thorn boundaries and the Penitent and I were
stuck trying to map the way against the star-studded heavens, I nodded:
What if? Sleeping? Awake?
“Then I guess all we need to do is ask nicely,” the Penitent said.
Eyes? Burning?
“Just don’t look him in the face. Tiptoeing round his shadow might do,” the Penitent said, his
eyes halfway closing as he squinted against the starlight.
Danger? Church, I gestured but the Penitent had already lain himself down, gently snoring as
he was sprawled across the wet grass. In the darkness beyond, two rad cats squared off
against each other, dancing like fireflies in love.

The hard grey blocks at the heart of Anathema came closer, so tall they seemed to breach
through the cover of trees, nearly touching the sky. A gash ran across them, one great
diagonal slit that cleaved them from cloud cover to the teal moss in the ground, stretching out
into the zig-zagging darkness beyond.
Above them, a word of binding, its letters still clinging on to the weathered rock-face. I read
it out loud, the sounds coming out of me by rote:

“Waest Izol-esion Pie-lot Plant”
Cyan roots tangled around my foot, twisting my ankle as I came tumbling down into the dirt.
For a moment, the world became nothing but a nonsense haze of pain and spinning colour as
I tumbled down, down and finally crashed into the too-smooth ground beyond.
Stomping from the clearing, a hundred tiny legs clattering across the iris blue ferns, the Wasp
came tumbling out, one eye run though by the Runner’s mono-knives, stuck into its glistening
skull all the way to the hilt.
Sanctuary, I gestured, making the sign of the Glow Church at it, willing it away. The Wasp
paused, bobbed its smooth, flat head and then clicked its mandibles at me, as it came zipping
toward the opening, almost too fast to see. I leaped back just as it cleared the distance
between us, its carapace slipping through the opening, its legs clattering against the toosmooth surface of the slit before its head finally ground into a spark-spitting halt.
Not you. Never you, I gestured, laughing and the sound was all bent out of shape, even
against the constant clatter and whirr or the Wasp’s spinning wheel-teeth, the clacking noise
of its vicious mandibles.
Forget you. Make sure, I gestured at the Wasp but it only lunged at me, uselessly swiping its
mandibles at empty air.

“God is Glow. Beyond Him, naught but Dark. Notheen ov valoo iz heer,” the Runner said,
trailing down the final words of the half-forgotten prayer.
“Thees messetz iz ah wor-neeng ov denjer,” the Penitent said, turning away from the
makeshift mound of rocks we’d buried old Curious under. The blue foam still trickled out
from the openings, seeming to shimmer as it seeped out into the light.
Denjer. Steel ther, I chimed in, making the Sign of the Glow. The Runner patted me on the
back, as if to thank me. For all our piety, only old Curious had known the prayers.
“He won’t be under there for long,” the Runner said, as he followed the Penitent down the
hillside, toward the edges of the blue forest. Out in the distance, the thorny spires on which
God was bound, stuck out against the fading sunlight “we’ll speak to God and he’ll unmake
it; the famine and the plague and the dead. He’ll make it right.”
Like prayer, I gestured.
“Aye, like the prayer,” the Runner said, smiling.
“Let’s hope you don’t forget your verses then,” the Penitent said.

Daylight fades into a sliver of starlight, then daytime comes again. In Anathema, time
becomes nonsense and space is nothing but a series of slanted corridors, too-smooth walls
covered in halfway faded signs.
Here, the sign of a lake, filled with dead fish, a man dipping in its waters as if in a baptism.
Beside it, the sign of the man, coming apart like a paper doll, skin sloughing off him in
layers.
Runner. Should have seen, I gesture at no one in particular, thinking of Runner, how he’d
filled our water bottles. How many days had we drank from them? How long did I have left?
Past another turn, come the thorns, ascending from the ground. Among them, bird nests are
laid out, their bedding withered and blackened. Malformed chicks look up at me, flapping
their useless wings against the unforgiving ground. Their parents don’t come, even after I
take a few of the unhatched eggs and crack them, sucking whatever’s in them without
looking.
It tastes like old coins and rot, but I gulp it down.
Among the thorns, there’s another threshold, softly glowing. From inside there’s the sound of
waves, breaking against a shore. It’s so small it forces me to crawl through it, across the
weathered thorns that scrape at my belly and thighs.
The other side is an empty, warm place, peaceful like a womb. Warm water laps at my feet,
making the cuts feel tingly. The floor slopes down into the dark, toward a point of light,
revealing a mesh infested with greenish glowing algae that bobs softly in the half-light, so
much like a beckoning hand.
And just beyond that, at the edge of the water, the shape of a man, wrapped in yellow tatters.
God? I gesture, but it doesn’t respond. It simply drifts, slow as a mountain, toward me and I
see that it is gaunt and withered and drowned, like in our prayers so I dip my legs into the
water and I swim to him and I hope I’ll remember everything to bring the world back just
right.
But more than that, I hope that he’ll listen.

“Ask for green,” a woman said to me, as she handed me the charm that hung from her neck.
“Ask for rain. Clean rain. Water, too,” another man said, as he pushed a loaf of bread into the
Runner’s hands.
“Ask for the lumps to go away!” a hunchbacked woman called out, as old Curious lead us
through the press of the crowd.
They asked for game and harvest and a new spring; they asked for cures to their ailments and
for their dead to come back and I ran through the names again and again, even as I watched
the cracked and drying patch of land we called Dixie fade away in the horizon.

“What are you going to wish for?” the Penitent asked me, as we reached the edge of the
Charleoix jungle.
Remember. All of them, I gestured and the Penitent laughed.
“I guess it’s a start,” he said, as we began to trudge through the ferns, under the fading light.
THE END
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THE CASTLE OUROBOROS by Rob Bliss
Chapter 6
The room was adequate, though I missed having a view, imagining only how spectacular
the panorama would be from a mountaintop looking across hills and down at the pinprick
lights of the town. Kasimir judged rightly that four walls of books was acceptable scenery
for a scholar such as myself. I could neither hear nor see the rain, which made me feel shut
off from the world. A vacation.
The bed was comfortable, with thick, down-filled blankets and starched sheets, plush
pillows in which my cradled cranium sank. My eyelids were heavy from, first the voyage,
and then the meal. My bones, I feared, were still jarred—if not cracked—from the carriage
wheels navigating the pitted path up the mountain. The bed’s feathery base was a welcome
balm to my wracked body.
I dislodged Goethe’s Elective Affinities to enjoy before my eyelids slipped low and I was
fast in slumber.
I had neither time nor the muscular strength to reach an arm to the bedside table, take up
the candle and douse the flame lighting a yellow halo around my pillowed head. I slept
with a book splayed with its opened wings on my stomach, and must have breathed like a
babe at rest.

I was awoken by a falling book.
At what hour, I couldn’t say, there being no clock in the room. The candle, however, had
burned to a mere inch, white wax dribbled down the brass candlestick in a solidified
waterfall and onto the table.
At first, I had assumed that the volume of Goethe on my chest had slipped somehow
across the wide bed to the floor, but such a feat of physics was impossible. I rifled in the
drawer of the table next my bed and found fresh tapers and a box of matches. I freshened
my candlestick and kicked my way free of the bedspread, found a cold floor beneath my
feet. (If only I had thought to pack a pair of slippers.)
I scanned the floor as I traversed the bookcases framing the room. Discovered the errant
volume diametrically opposed to where I had laid my head on the pillow. A thin tome, no
larger than the breadth of my thumb, lay with its wings splayed open to an etching of a
man being held aloft by a winged demon the colour of coal, its tongue lolling obscenely
from its mouth, hands and feet clawed and dripping blood. The man was held inverted, his
arms splayed as Our Lord on the cross, as the demon soared over a village tucked into a
valley. The man’s belly was slit open and his innards spilled out in thick ropes, effluvia
streaming through the air behind him.
I closed the book and read the title: “The Antichrist” by Friedrich Nietzsche. I was
familiar with Nietzsche’s writings, but hadn’t read them all. Somewhat of an uneventful

surprise, since any intellectual would have multiple philosophers in his library. And this
was such a book: philosophy, not mystical arcana.
I lifted my candle across the spines of the books to calculate from where the book fell. I
expected to see but the thinnest gap between volumes, but was instead met with a gaping
hole the width of my opened palm. Another book must have fallen, I assumed, but a close
search of the floor around the bookcase showed nothing but where the thin book had
resided.
Having such a meagre tome in so gaping a space showed to me how it could have easily
fallen. Yet where was the missing book? It could, perhaps, have only been a massive opus
by Tolstoy or Hugo, perhaps a volume of Gibbon’s history of Rome. But had such a book
fallen, not only would I easily be able to discover it on the floor, even in the candlelight
meagrely piercing the darkness of the windowless room, but I would have been awoken by
the magnificent boom of such a weighty tome instead of the slap of a philosopher who
died mad only three years ago.
Holding the candle to the gap, fingers prying aside the books that had slanted across the
space, I saw a small window cut into the wooden back of the bookcase.
Reaching in, I pressed a cone of fingers against the centre of the tiny outline, and the
window opened into a thick darkness. The candle crackled as the flame whipped with a
cold breeze coming from within the bookcase. The odours of mould and mildew, rain and
sulphur, attacked my nostrils from the minute wood cut-out. A spyhole, seemingly. My
curiosity was peaked.
I experimented further and leaned my mouth close until my face itself was framed by
books. Feeling the cool breeze wafting against my cheeks and nose, brushing my
eyelashes, caused my eyes to flutter and squint against the wind.
I called, “Hello?”, and heard only the mutest echo of my voice. A whisper against stone.
Pulling back my head, I stared into the black and wondered how deep a cavern lay behind
the bookcase.
Being a medical scientist, having delved the depths of the human psyche, I naturally was
curious to know all, to experience all. And I didn’t think my host would mind if I moved a
few of his books from their shelves to peer into the abyss. I would, of course, return all
when my task was complete.
Yet I had to remove more books than I had at first thought. Precarious towers of dusty
parchment held together between ancient covers lay around the room. I felt like an
archaeologist uncovering a tomb. I had removed a ragged doorway, exposing empty
shelves and the wooden backing, finding a thin line cut into the wood to provide a door—
high and narrow, but enough for a thin man to squeeze through if he held his frame
sideways—with the small window as its spying eye.
Fascinating. These old castles did not disappoint the curiosity of the Gothic enthusiast. I
was in raptures over my discovery.

I pushed against the doorway and it edged inward, scraping slightly on, what I was to
discover, was a base of stone.
Retrieving the box of matches from the bedside table drawer, I tucked it into the breast
pocket of my night clothes—knowing too often that an expedition such as the one I was
about to take enjoyed too much a sputtering candle flame (I had read my Ann Radcliffe). I
was armed for the darkness.
I stooped low and had to edge backwards into the doorway, squeezing between the
shelves. One leg through first, ensuring that I was careful not to hit my back on the first,
lowest shelf, yet the one which provided the greatest amount of space since it held only
immense volumes detailing artistic masterpieces in full colour plates, or atlases and map
books, ancient and modern, showing how the globe had transformed eon to eon between
voyages of discovery, maps becoming more detailed, pieces of terra incognita acquiring
mountains and rivers, and finally Latin names for vast blank spaces.
I was a thin man. Formerly a doctoral student subsisting on knowledge and bread crumbs,
so I was able to slide my torso and limbs backwards through the shelf gap like a tortoise
retreating into its shell.
Then I reached an arm out of the bookcase, retrieved the candlestick, tilted it along its
axis, and brought its light with me, out of the bedroom and into the secret cavern.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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CARBON COPIES by PT Corwin
My job sucks balls.
Every morning, one of the drones from the Hive—the cubicles at the far end of the office—
hands me a stack of sheets, some of them sticky with hair gel. Every number I get from the
sheets goes into a different column of the program on my PC screen and then gets exported
into a spreadsheet, which then gets sent to our director, Boss Kaufman, along with a carbon
copy for each of the three drones in the Hive.
My head hurts as much as my back.
I’d be happy to keep my head down, bag packed at 4.30pm, ready to dash out at five. In my
forty-plus years on this earth I’ve learned one thing and learned it well: you keep your head
down and nobody’s gonna give you trouble.
Jeff Bellicec—he’s the guy who’s been sitting in the cubicle next to me since I started here
ten years ago—has other plans.
He sticks his head around the partition. “How’s it hanging, Bennell, ma belle?”
He’s a year older than me, except you wouldn’t be able to tell. Fewer wrinkles. And with his
blond hair all over the place he looks more like a surfer dude than an office worker.
Jeff grins. “Bet you I can chuck this paper into that bin.”
He holds up a crumpled sheet, points at the bin in the corner by the door behind us, couple of
feet away.
I hold his gaze. “Backwards?”
“Screw you! What I look like, Michael Jordan?”
“Anyone could make that shot the normal way.”
Brooke Driscoll—sweet in a sort of single mum kinda way—sticks her head up over the
partition in front of us. “Prove it.”
The three drones are standing by the Hive, talking serious. Standing opposite each other like
that, their hair slicked back, thick with gel, they look like reflections in a three-way mirror.
“I’d love to,” I tell Brooke, “but we should get back to work before the drone boys report us
to Boss Kaufman.”
Brooke throws up her hands in a defensive gesture. “Oh, I’m sorry, Mr Bennell, sir. I didn’t
know you were already a part of the Hive.”
Brooke knows I stopped going to church after I had a panic attack hearing the whole
congregation break into a song at the same time. You ever heard about sixty to eighty people
sing with one voice?

Brooke knows how to push my buttons.
“I’d join if you become queen bee, love,” I tell her.
“I would enjoy the worship.”
Jeff clears his throat. “You wanna get a room or are we doing this?”
I push off from my desk a little and turn fully towards Jeff. “Let’s do it!”
“All right, Bennell,” Jeff says. “You first, then moi.”
“What terms?” Brooke asks.
Jeff grins his schoolboy grin. “Loser takes fifteen pages from the winner.”
My stack is still about fifty pages—you get an eye for that after a couple of years—and it’s
already 4pm.
“How about we make it thirty, blondie?”
“Ooh,” Brooke says, rubbing her hands. “Them’s are fightin’ words.”
“I didn’t know you were so eager to work, Bennell,” Jeff says and reaches out a hand. “Thirty
it is.”
We shake on it and Jeff hands me the paper ball.
I line up the shot.
I used to play basketball in college. But then the rest of the team got a bit butt-hurt when I
wouldn’t go to after-game pizza parties with them, and that was that.
I’m about to let the paper ball go when Jeff nudges my throwing arm. “Don’t miss!”
“Stop it!” I try to stay serious. Anybody else, I might have shoved him or something. With
Jeff, I just chuckle.
“You gotta be able to throw under pressure,” Jeff says.
“That wasn’t in the rules,” Brooke pipes in.
“Who made you boss?”
Brooke shrugs. “Life.”
We settle down, I line up the shot again and throw the ball.

It hits the back rim of the bin, almost rolls over to fall on the carpet, then changes its mind
and disappears into the bin.
I throw up my arms. “Yes! Who’s going home early?”
Brooke gives me a high five over the partition.
“All right, all right, settle down,” Jeff says. “You just had a lot of practice playing with
balls.”
“You realise,” Brooke says, “that joke backfires on you, if you make this shot.”
“Not me,” Jeff says, crumpling up another sheet of paper. “I’m protected.”
He aims and throws, the paper ball heading just a little left of the bin, when it collides with
one of the drones, Richter.
The drone clears his throat, and Jeff and I whirl around to our desks.
Only Brooke’s still standing, locking eyes with Richter. “What?”
I give her my most serious of looks. “Brooke, sit down.”
“Why? What’s he gonna do, huh?”
“Report you to Boss Kaufman,” I say.
“Go ahead then, mate. I’ve only got five sheets to do. I’ll be done before closing. That’s the
kind of stuff Boss Kaufman cares about.”
I’m waiting for Richter to give her a speech about respecting your immediate superiors or
something. Instead, he just smiles—a smile as slimy as his hair—picks up the paper ball and
stuffs it in his pocket.
I almost expect Jeff—the kind of guy who’s first to speak after a minute of silence—to say
something like, “Now he’s got two again,” but Jeff stays quiet.
Richter stands behind me—just a vague reflection on my screen. He nods, exhales like
someone learning to laugh and walks off.
“Shouldn’t have pissed him off like that,” I tell Brooke.
“Should. Little kid’s barely out of his nappies and thinks he can tell me what to do.”
“Well, technically he’s your superior, so yeah.”
“Stick a stack in it, Bennell. Which reminds me, yours is thirty pages lighter.”
“What?” Jeff sticks his head up. “That one doesn’t count. Rectum walked in front of it.”

“It wouldn’t have gone in anyway,” Brooke tells him. “Too far to the left.”
“Your eyes are too far to the left, Driscoll. Donny, come on! One more.”
While they were arguing, I have counted out thirty sheets. “Always agree with the lady, my
friend,” I tell him and dump the sheets on his desk.
“Oh, man! I’m gonna be here till six.”
“Yep.” I can’t help but grin. “At least you’ve learned something today. Never mess with
the—”
The rest gets stuck in my throat.
Richter is heading for Boss Kaufman’s office in the back, the paper ball in his hand.

Five sharp and the work done, my screen’s off and I’m ready to go. Better get out of here
before Richter or Boss Kaufman come out of the office with a punishment for us.
Brooke might have had the same thought, ‘cause she’s standing up with me, purse over her
shoulder.
Jeff is hunched over his stack—maybe fifteen to go.
“We gotta go, man,” I tell him, keeping an eye on Boss Kaufman’s office.
There’s one silhouette moving behind the frosted glass. Richter, probably still coming up
with suggestions for our punishment.
I tap Jeff on the shoulder. “Come on!”
Jeff checks Boss Kaufman’s office, then switches off his screen. “Go, go, go!”
We head for the door like three kids sneaking out of a supermarket with loot in their pockets,
trying to make it through the sliding doors before the security guard sees us.
The two remaining drones in the back give us a dirty look.
Screw them! If they’re happy to bust their butts for Boss Kaufman, so be it. Doesn’t mean we
have to do overtime too. There’s always tomorrow.
We’re almost out the door when the room falls silent.
Boss Kaufman’s standing just outside his office, hands in his pockets. His hair’s slicked back
as well, which makes him look like the daddy of the drones, and his smile could crack an
oyster.
Behind him, Richter stands in the shadows.

“Leaving us so soon?” Boss Kaufman asks, his voice as penetrating as the buzz of the
overhead light. He’s looking directly at the three of us.
Brooke opens her mouth, but I step forward before she can speak. “Five o’clock, sir.”
“Oh,” he says as if surprised. He looks around the room, at all the people still at their desks,
some in the middle of packing up their things. “Well done for paying such close attention to
the time, Mr Bennell. Would anybody else like to go home now?”
Nervous tapping of feet, heads turning, people looking at colleagues, waiting for someone
else to make the first move. Those who have started packing put their bags back on the floor.
“Oh, please,” Boss Kaufman says. “There’s no shame in it. If you have finished your work,
you deserve to leave with pride.” He looks at Jeff’s workspace, the last couple of sheets still
out on the desk. “Don’t you agree, Mr Bellicec?”
“Absolutely, sir,” Jeff says.
Brooke opens her mouth, but I put my arm on her back and squeeze, and she changes her
mind.
“Well, then,” Boss Kaufman says, “it seems like everybody knows what they have to do.”
Some of those who had started packing continue. Others switch on their screens again. The
drones at the Hive don’t move a muscle, stare at Boss Kaufman, waiting like soldiers for the
command to stand at ease.
Boss Kaufman watches the people getting ready to leave, as if he’s trying to remember their
faces for a police sketch later.
“I’ll better finish,” Jeff says to us. “Before the old guy busts an artery or something.
Shouldn’t be long.”
“We’ll wait downstairs,” I tell him.
“Half an hour?” Brooke asks.
Jeff nods, then points a finger at me. “You’re lucky I’m not a sore loser.”
He returns to his desk and switches his screen back on.
Work has resumed, with only a handful making their way to the door.
Boss Kaufman smiles. “Very good. Just a word for”—he looks at everyone by the door—
“some of you. This place is a community. A family. It is your home. A safe place with people
who are exactly like you. And if you feel like you’re not one of the team, please come see
me.” His smile grows wider. “We’ll figure something out.”

Brooke and I sit in the entrance hall downstairs, watching the clock above the front desk as
people from other offices pass us on the way out.
“Should we have stayed?” I ask Brooke.
She rummages in her purse. “And do what? Watch him work? It’s only a couple of sheets.”
“My sheets. We could have split them.”
She’s found her lipstick and is now applying a dark shade of red. “You know he wouldn’t
have let you.”
Behind us, the lift arrives with a soft ding. But it’s not Jeff getting out. A guy in blue overalls
and a blue cap pushes a large empty trolley out of the lift and past us.
He looks at us. Not just a glance. He straight up looks at both of us, and he’s got the same
expression that Boss Kaufman gave the guys at the door. As if we were criminals of some
sort.
“All good?” Brooke calls over.
The man pulls his cap down, hiding his face in shadow.
“Late delivery?” Brooke asks.
The man pushes his trolley through the door and across the street to a blue van.
“Weirdo,” Brooke says, putting her lipstick away.
“Not everyone is as talkative as you at this time.”
“I’m just being friendly.”
“Who are you and what have you done with Brooke Driscoll?”
She gives me a light punch on the arm. “You just volunteered to buy all my drinks tonight.
Funny. Just earlier I was thinking I could finally try that fifteen-year-old Corrigan.”
“Did you now?”
“What a coincidence, right?”
“Speaking of drinks.” I point at the clock on the wall showing twenty to six. “He should be
done by now.”
“Relax! He’s probably packing up as we speak.”
The man in the blue overalls has loaded two large boxes onto his trolley. He wheels them
back across the road towards us, struggling a little to get the trolley up the curb. He bends

down to push from the bottom and his cap is knocked off when it bumps against the edge of
one of the boxes.
He scrambles to place it back on his head and keeps going.
I lose sight of him as he heads into the building next to ours. But I’ve already seen what I
needed to.
He’s got the same slicked-back hair as Boss Kaufman and the drones.
I get up. “Let’s go back. Something’s off.”

It takes a moment and a mention of the delivery guy’s hair to convince Brooke to go back
upstairs with me.
“I half wish your hunch is gonna be right,” she says as we reach our floor.
The green night lights flick on automatically as soon as we step out of the lift. An electric
buzz spreads across the ceiling, like insects moving about in search of prey.
Brooke stands close to me.
“You cold or something?”
“Just never been up here this late. Is there no light switch or—”
The lift closes behind us, shutting us off from the light inside. The corridor ahead is bathed in
an eerie green glow.
Brooke laughs nervously. “Let’s get Belly and get out of here, okay?”
As we walk down the corridor, we pass other offices, light still glowing through some of the
frosted windows.
“Guess our guys are not the only ones working late,” I say.
Elongated shadows move behind the glass. One of them stands by the glass as we pass by, no
more than an unmoving silhouette. Is he watching us?
Brooke grabs my arm.
“Seriously, Driscoll, what’s wrong?”
“You and your hunch,” she says, more to herself.
We reach our office.
Brooke stays slightly behind me, still holding on to my arm.

“We’re just gonna go in,” I tell her, “see how far Jeff is and then we’ll go grab a pint. Okay?”
She nods. “Okay.”
“You don’t have to come. I can go in alone and—”
“I’ll be damned if I wait here by myself. Let’s go!”
I open the door and walk in as easy as Monday morning.
“Hey, guys,” I say. “How’s tricks?”
The few people who have stayed don’t look up.
The overhead light buzzes.
“Still at it, I see. Some people just don’t have a—”
The three drones sitting at the back look up from their screens.
A cold shudder runs down my spine, and it takes me a second to realise why.
They all looked up at the same time.
Brooke moves closer behind me. “We’re just checking on our friend.”
Jeff is still sitting at his desk. His stack has grown, probably twice as much as what he had
when we left. His head bobs up and down as he types in numbers. It would have been
comical—like one of those novelty drinking birds—if not for the mechanical stiffness of his
movements.
Up, down, up, down.
You could have set a metronome to it.
I stand next to him, bend down to his face. “Hey, buddy! Still not done?”
Up, down, up, down.
“Brooke and I got a bit worried. Thought you might have fallen into the toilet or something.”
Up, down, up, down.
Brooke stands on his other side, looking at his hair. “I think he did.”
His hair is wet, slicked back.
“Very funny, mate,” I say. “We get it. You’re one of the worker bees now.” I touch his hair,
sticky with gel.

As soon as my fingers make contact Jeff snaps his head around like a crocodile, and he looks
at me as if he wants to rip my throat out.
I pull my hand back slowly. “Okay. I won’t touch the hair.”
His face relaxes a little and he returns to typing in numbers, not skipping a beat.
Up, down, up, down.
“What’s going on?” Brooke asks.
“It’s a joke. Right, Jeff? Dress up like the drones because you had to stay late. It’s ironic.”
“A burning fire extinguisher is ironic. This is creeping me out.”
Everyone else is still sitting, as if nothing strange is going on.
“Okay, Bellicec,” I say, “time to go for a walk.” I grab him by the shoulders and try to lift
him up. “Come on!”
He’s as heavy as a sack of meat and his eyes don’t leave the screen.
“Brooke, give me a hand.”
She hesitates at first, but then she slides her arm under Jeff’s.
I do the same on the other side while Jeff keeps typing. “One, two, lift.”
We hoist him up—just about an inch off the chair—but have to let him go.
I slide my arm out. “Jesus, Bellicec, how much do you weigh?”
“We need to do something,” Brooke says.
The chair. It’s got wheels.
I grab the back and pull.
His chair hasn’t gone back more than an inch before Jeff leaps up, stands in front of his PC,
arms at his side.
“Well,” I say, “at least he’s not typing anymore.”
“Donny.” Brooke’s voice sounds pressed.
“No worries, we’ll just—”
“Donny!”

She sounds freaked and for a reason.
Everyone else, including the three drones at the Hive, is standing as well now, all looking in
our direction.
I step away from the chair, closer to Brooke. “Okay, this is weird.”
“Let’s go,” Brooke says. “Let’s just get out of here.”
“What about Jeff?”
She doesn’t have to say it. We just need to look at his hair, his face. I never noticed how
much he looks like Richter and the other drones.
I take a look at my friend, probably the last. “Sorry, Jeff.”
Brooke and I slowly back up towards the door.
We have managed to take no more than one step when everyone turns towards us, eight
bodies shifting at once.
Brooke grabs my hand. “Shit!”
And then they move, all at once, with the determination of a steamroller.
“Go!” I yell, pulling Brooke towards the door.
I open it and step aside to let her through first.
She screams.
Just outside the door, Boss Kaufman stands with a handful of workers, all with that familiar
slicked-back hair.
Boss Kaufman grins. “Leaving us so soon?”
Brooke slams the door shut, and now she’s pulling me, away from Boss Kaufman and his
Drones. We weave around desks, dodging Richter and Jeff and pushing others out of the way
as they close in around us.
It’s easy enough actually, because they keep their arms at their sides, never reaching out. It’s
like an obstacle course with mannequins.
Brooke pulls me into Boss Kaufman’s office and slams the door shut. She fumbles for
something. “Shit! No lock. We need to barricade it.”
The desk. A big mahogany beast, standing in front of the window.
I try to push it, but it won’t budge.

Brooke is still by the door, leaning against it.
Behind the frosted glass, shapes are gathering.
“Any time now,” she says.
The desk is a no-go, then. The multifunction printer against one wall looks too heavy as well.
But there’s a coat hanger in the corner. I could wedge it against the door, hope it holds. At
least it would give us enough time to climb out the window, down the fire escape and—
Oh no!
Shit!
How could we have been so stupid? How could we have been so utterly stupid?
“Brooke!”
“Bit busy here.”
She’s sliding back on the hardwood floor as the Drones press against the door. But I already
know they don’t have to try too hard.
And then the first of them appears on the fire escape.
I try to get to the window, to keep it closed, but he’s too quick. He lifts up a monster of a tape
dispenser, holding it with two hands like a sword, and brings it down on the glass.
I just about manage to turn my face away as the window shatters, glass flying around me.
“Donny!”
Brooke from the door. Hands reach through the gap, fingers grabbing for her.
Meanwhile, on my end, the guy pushes through the window as if it’s made of feathers. Glass
tears his trousers, his jacket. One giant shard sticking out at the top slices through his cheek,
leaving an ugly red gash, blood seeping out. The guy doesn’t even blink.
And I don’t know what’s scarier—this wide-eyed maniac with blood flowing from his cheek,
still brandishing the tape dispenser, or that he’s coming towards me with this blind
determination.
This guy has got a job to do and by God, he’s gonna finish it.
“Donny!”
Brooke falls backwards as they push through the door.
I help her up, both of us pressed against the desk as the Drones surround us.

They just stand there, a circle of people, men and women with slicked-back hair, all staring at
us, waiting.
Jeff steps forward. “We don’t want to hurt you.”
“You would be no use to us dead,” Richter says.
“It’s difficult if they’re dead,” says another one of the Drones.
“Please.” Brooke’s talking to Jeff and only him. “Please let us go.”
“I’m afraid we can’t do that,” Boss Kaufman says, sliding through the crowd like a knife
through butter. “It would ruin our quota.”
“You’ll see,” Jeff says. “It’s better this way.”
“More efficient,” Richter says.
“The perfect workforce,” Boss Kaufman says.
“You’re crazy.” Brooke spits at him.
A white blob lands on Boss Kaufman’s cheek. He doesn’t even blink, doesn’t move to wipe it
away, as it slowly runs down his face.
Boss Kaufman smiles. “Start with her.”
I try to stand in front of Brooke, try to keep the Drones away from her, but they push me
aside and hold me.
Brooke holds up her purse, objects inside sharp enough to hurt. “Come at me!”
It’s Jeff who snatches it away from her, and then others grab her.
She struggles, squirming in their grasp. “Don’t you dare!”
“It’ll be quick,” Boss Kaufman says. He steps over to the multifunction printer and presses a
button. “And it won’t hurt a bit.”
The printer starts up with a hum, a green light glowing under the lid.
Boss Kaufman grins. “As far as I’m aware.”
The Drones drag Brooke over to the printer.
Boss Kaufman lifts the lid and the green light fills the room.
The guys holding Brooke hoist her up, still struggling, and they lower her, headfirst, towards
the printer.

She screams, kicks at them, tries to get her hands free.
The last thing she screams is my name, before her face touches the glass of the printer, and
then she is sucked in, into the machine.
Her whole head disappears, swallowed by the printer. Her arms and legs go limp.
The Drones feed her to the machine, like putting a tree through a wood chipper, until her toes
are the last to disappear.
“This,” Boss Kaufman says, “is my favourite part.” He opens a compartment on the side.
“The birth.”
Something pushes out from that compartment. Something hairy and slimy.
A head, the hair slicked back with what I want to believe is gel. The figure grows out of the
printer. The hands free themselves, helping to push the body out even further until the
creature drops onto the floor.
It’s wearing Brooke’s clothes. It’s wearing her face, right down to the tiny mole by her right
eye. It’s even copied the dark-red lipstick.
“Get up,” Boss Kaufman says.
The Brooke thing rises. “Whatever you need, Mr Kaufman.” She looks at me. “Hi, Donny!
Do you wanna go next?”
I try hard not to vomit. “Brooke. I’m so sorry. I didn’t—”
“No need to be sorry, Donny,” she says, her voice sweet, too sweet. “I feel better now.”
“She’s one of us now, Donny,” Jeff says.
“And you can be too,” Brooke says.
Become like them? Nothing more than a shell? A meaningless copy of humanity?
“Never.”
“Look at the alternative, Donald,” Boss Kaufman says.
“You wanna kill me, do it.”
“We don’t want to hurt you,” Jeff says.
“You would be no use to us dead,” Brooke says.
“It’s difficult if they’re dead,” Richter says.
“Good. Then let me go.”

Boss Kaufman chuckles. “Go where?”
They’re all grinning now, joining their leader in his triumph.
They’re distracted.
I use the two guys holding me as leverage. I jump and kick as hard as I can against the
printer. My foot breaks through the plastic, the lid lifts. I have broken the glass out of the
machine.
The green light flickers.
Boss Kaufman’s usually serene face distorts into a mask of rage and pain. “No!”
He rushes at the printer, like rushing towards an injured animal.
The others huddle around the machine.
Now is my chance.
I shake off the two guys holding me and push through the crowd, which is too busy staring at
the damaged printer.
Too many of them have gathered to block the door. They never thought I would go through
the window.
Even I had my doubts.
But it’s the only way now.
I run at it, my arms shielding my face. I jump through. Glass cuts through my suit and into
my arms.
I don’t care.
I bump against the iron railing, and I know that it’s safe to open my eyes.
They’re behind me, all trying to squeeze through the window now, all cutting their flesh on
the glass.
I run down the stairs, the metal clanking under my feet, so loud it could wake the
neighbourhood, if it weren’t all office buildings.
I look up once, when I’m almost at the bottom.
Nobody’s following me. Some of them are standing up on the steps, looking down. But
nobody is coming after me.

A trick. They want me to wait, and then one of them is gonna catch me at the bottom or one
of the lower floors.
I keep going.
My arms are throbbing with pain, blood trickling down and soaking my shirt and jacket. But I
keep going.
I finally make it to the bottom.
Where are they? What are they waiting for?
When I look around the street I spot him. At first, it looks like the guy from before, because
he’s wearing the same blue overall and cap. But this guy is slightly taller. He, too, is pushing
a trolley, though, with two large boxes on it, as he’s heading into the office building next
door.
A second later, another one leaves the office building on the other side of the street, pushing
his empty trolley towards another blue van.
He’s going to reload it, and he’s going to take two more large boxes into the office building.
What did Brooke say?
Late delivery.
How many more? How many more late deliveries all across the city? The country?
Large boxes, just the right size for multifunction printers.
THE END
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REVIEW by John C Adams
Betwixt the Dark and Light —A Collection of Oddities by Jonathan Lambert

This anthology of short stories from Jolly Horror Press begins with a natty little introduction
from the author, who is also the Editor in Chief of the press. It also includes short
introductory comments before each story about its genesis, giving a welcome window into
the author’s inspiration.
The first story is ‘Prozac Gland’, a glimpse into the grievance-laden life of Andy Pritchard.
Like any friendless schoolboy, the poor kid has a lot to contend with: bullies, the stigma of
special needs, singing in the chorus as an extra-curricular activity. And, of course, the
monster ready to gobble up any self-respecting schoolboy that traumatised all our childhoods
and turned us into adult consumers of horror fiction. A deft tribute to one of the enduring
truths of early years.
‘Acrylic Vigilante’ has a different feel. Edward Bear paints pictures depicting grisly murders
and their victims, and sometimes includes the murderer on the same canvas. Of course, his
works sell really well. But Edward has his own dark secret —his pictures have the power to
dispense justice where the system has failed. As a lawyer, I found the concept intriguing.

This was a solidly written and well edited 350 pages of cosy horror, featuring all your
favourite subgenres (mine being ghost and vampire). It hits that mellow spot, when you’re
not quite in the mood for being terrified witless but want to be left feeling disturbingly
unsettled. Sometimes, those are the best kinds of horror story.
Enjoy!
THE END
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ALIEN SEX FIEND by GK Murphy
Of all the many ways to die, one of the most disturbing should be suffering the pain of a
warm, slimy alien tentacle rammed up the rectal passage…
Jody Nicholson walked Bobby the dog in Shakespeare Woods behind the tiny West Cumbria
hamlet of Hardy Rose, a town so small and insignificant it never before featured on any map
of the British Isles, and never would. Those who lived here didn’t care, though. The town
belonged to them alone and this factor was a great source of pride down the generations as a
town un-located throughout the world but to itself and its tiny populace. Once a thriving area,
the Internet curse had killed off trade, having hardly a shop or store on the High Street, save
for a newsagent and a Post Office, and these even feared for their future custom and
placement in Hardy Rose.
Bobby was yapping as small Jack Russell dogs did. Barking at fuck all as it scampered off
into the shrub in a blind panic, chasing ghosts, spooked by something.
Jody walked him here at this time every morning, just before he got in the car and set off for
work in Carlisle. Now there was a place, a city, affluent and popular, a hub for tourism and
trade, unlike most other places situated in Northern England and thereabouts, who it seemed
were severely in decline and rapidly disappearing down the shitter, never to re-emerge for
good or for worse.
Who would have thought an alien space ship would crash land in Shakespeare Woods of all
places? Certainly Jody would never have figured that, not in a million years, a small town
like this, arse-end of nowhere, host to otherworldly beings?
But it was a battered piece of metallic debris Jody discovered that morning, bruised and
smouldering from its crash landing in the deepest recesses of the woods, in a tiny corner
barely noticed or explored, except perhaps only if it was only discovered while searching for
your fucking arsehole mutt in the scrub?
“Bobby…you there, boy?” he yelled, a little nervous, a little uncertain. “Come on, stop
fucking about, you little cunt!”
No response from the hollow carved out by the spaceship half in the ground, half out, just a
smoky wreck sticking out like a sore thumb.
At first, the term spaceship—or crashed spaceship—never entered the equation. At first, Jody
Nicholson just thought it was a glider that had crashed here and that whoever the pilot was
had since been rescued from the mess and transported to hospital for treatment. The idea of
aliens landing in Hardy Rose seemed far too ridiculous to garner any credence, and, as the
Scottish might say, the idea was “braw!”…
He didn’t like the Scottish one bit, even if he had to work with many of them in Carlisle.
Tennis player Andy Murray was a case in point. Good player, good athlete—yes—yet so
miserable, void of personality, and completely unlikeable. Like most frigging Scots, they
hated the English as much as the English loathed and detested them. For so long they’d
harped on about independence. Well, as far as Jody (and millions of others) was concerned,
they should have been fucking given it by now—just to see how the fuckers coped!

At least, that way we might have gotten along as neighbours instead of the English holding
back without giving them a decent crack of the whip.
Independent Scotland…? Fuck yeah…
The same could have been said about the Welsh. God’s Country…? Christ, who in the world
didn’t hate the Welsh…?
Nobody hated aliens, though. They were magical and mysterious and teeming with hidden
promise for those who stumbled across them. However, here in Shakespeare Woods this
morning there were none to be seen, much to Jody’s chagrin and dampened expectations,
since he didn’t fear aliens or the unknown, but rather instead, tended to psychologically
embrace the notion of greeting aliens and welcoming them to his planet with a laurel and
hardy handshake!
Where had he heard that before?
No, it simply slipped his mind. Must have been a lie, his mother might have said. Mother had
died three years ago and now it was just Jody and dad, and dad was in bad health, with his
wheezy chest and rattling cough. He smoked like a chimney and drank like a fish. An old
sailor, he liked his Capstan cigarettes and Lamb’s Navy Rum. All told, the old boy—at 63—
was on his way out.
Jody swore never to drink or smoke. He’d stayed true to this for as long as he could
remember.
He approached the grey/blue aircraft tentatively, all eyes and ears.
Raising his voice, he mistakenly croaked, “Anybody there…can I help? Do you want me to
call for an ambulance? Is anybody hurt in there?”
Suddenly, there was a beeping sound from the wreckage. Also, there was movement from
inside the strange craft, like somebody—or some THING—scrabbled about in the weird
ship’s epicentre, its tiny hub. It wasn’t a big or unsightly ship. Perhaps the size of two to three
cars and the vessel was mostly smashed-in due to prior impact with the wood’s floor. At a
guess, it happened last night, rather than recently or in the wee small hours of the morning.
Surely, if alien, with ETs on board, they would not have survived the impact, unless some
sort of super-being.
“Anybody there…? I know Thai Boxing and Karate, so don’t think you can fuck with
me…I’m a Jedi Master!”
What a fucking tool Jody was at times…
He laughed because even he had to admit this. What a dozy cunt he could be, and what was
worse, he knew it.
There was more beeping from inside the ship, and amid the dank, black smoke rising into the
atmosphere and polluting the woodland, Jody identified and spotted a red neon light flashing

on and off inside which thrilled and made him more curious in equal measure. Then
suddenly, some of that smoke drifted Jody’s way and he inhaled it through his mouth and
nostrils, attacking his senses which incited him to cough and splutter noisily, even having him
collapse to the leafy ground and double up as he clutched his stomach and sides. Desperately,
he wanted to get away from here. God only knew what that strange mist had done to his
insides.
He turned and ran, Bobby or no Bobby, fucking stupid mutt could find its own way home.
Jody refused to stick around.
Luckily, Jody’s house was not far from here and he was there in five minutes, with Bobby, as
the dog soon caught up, its ablutions cemented in the wood, quick piss and shit never did any
dog any harm—so its guts and bladder were cleared out for the day until that evening where
Jody would walk him around the block.
Surprise, surprise, for when Jody got back, who was sitting in the living room but his cousin
Joanne, a slender blond-haired 22 year old, whom, despite being a relation, Jody always got
the stiff end of the stick for whenever they came within three to five yards of each other.
However, Jody always felt awkward around Joanne since she always somehow seemed a
little bit up her own arse, arrogant, full of herself like most women with those looks. He never
knew how to greet her in case of some kind of rebuttal or outcry on her part. But she looked
sexy as fuck in that short skirt and black lace blouse which perfectly showed off her pert
ample tits. He wanted to suck on her nipples until it pained her and he often masturbated and
fantasized about sticking his tongue in her oily crack and sucking her juicy clitoris.
“Hi Jody, I just thought I’d pop around and see my favourite cousin,” she said, adding wryly,
“I heard you split up with Linda. She’s a fucking slag, anyway. You deserve better than her.”
Jody thought he’d chance his hand. “Really, is that why you’re here? Because you think you
might be better?”
There was a pleasant silence as they smiled across the room at each other.
Joanne said, “Your dad has gone to see Aunt Clara in Workington. He said he wouldn’t be
back until tonight. So we just about have the house to ourselves all day.”
“Is that a proposal you’re making, Joanne?”
“Yeah, I suppose…call it what you want? You look a bit spooked, is something wrong?”
Sighing, Jody shook his head, “I think a helicopter crashed into Shakespeare Woods, that’s
all. I don’t know if I should report it to the police to go and check for casualties. To begin
with, I thought it was a spaceship…”
“Ha, in Hardy Rose…? What self-respecting group of aliens would to visit here? We’re in the
arse-end of nowhere!”
They both started to laugh. Until Jody suddenly started to cough which worried his attractive
cousin yet she refused to let her concern show, for she was the one who had just started

loosening her lace blouse and skirt, when she currently also began to undo her bra to release
her lavish-looking pale tits.
Her nipples were like dark pink studs, pointed and erect. She said, “Is your cock stiff enough
to rub between my tits? Like I say, we have all day long, so what better way to start than a tit
rub? Unless…you want me to suck you off first to get things off to a flying start…?” It
seemed like the young whore was teasing him. But Jody didn’t care, as he craved her as much
as she craved her elder male cousin—he wouldn’t turn this opportunity down, not in a million
fucking years.
He got his cock out. It was seven inches and hard.
Joanne reclined on the settee and parted her legs to display her fiery crotch for him, just to let
him see what more he had to look forward to in the coming hours during their time alone in
the house. She hissed, “My cunt is hot and aching for you, Jody. It’s so hot for cock it will
burn you, like no fuck you’ve ever had before.”
Jody paused, “I have a question, Joanne. Well, sort of a request, really…something I’ve
always wanted to try but never gotten around to it, but I thought I would ask you first, all the
same?”
“Go on and just ask me, does it look like any request will shock me?”
At first, Jody thought he might fumble his words and make himself look a fool, yet he finally
blurted, “Will you piss on my face, Joanne? Just squat over me as I lie on the floor and piss
on me?”
Almost miraculously, the request seemed to come as no shock to her, or if it did she kept her
surprise or shock well disguised. “Of course I will…” she said, giggling sweetly, “…no
bother at all, I can do that!”
In no time, Jody was stripped and lying on the floor. His erection stood like a beacon in the
room, straight and pointing towards the ceiling. Before doing anything piss-wise, Joanne
stroked and played around with it, pondering how long she’d lusted after her cousin’s dick. If
Jody wanted pissed on, she wanted her fun first. She put in her mouth and worked it with her
tongue, licking the head and shaft, tasting stale semen under the foreskin yet loving every
inch in her mouth. “You taste delicious, Jody,” she enthused, “Your cock is so huge!”
Jody was growing impatient. “Please, do it…” he said, when she obeyed and squatted with
her pussy over his face.
But before this occurred, something bizarre happened which Joanne never seen coming. From
out of Jody’s mouth emerged a huge, snaking tentacle, something alien in look and size, and
then another tentacle…and another, whose force upon appearance split the 25 year old male’s
skull right down the middle, showering the entire living space (including the vast majority of
Joanne’s once unmarked lily-white hind-quarters) with bile and blood, even blotches of grey
brain tissue as the complete head abruptly exploded into one mammoth mass of pus.
At first, Joanne was unaware of this.

Until, what she thought was Jody’s tongue tickling her clitoris, turned out to be one, two and
then three slimy tentacles which reached out from Jody’s deceased carcass and entered her
rectum with force, like those of a probing octopus reaching inside her body as it searched for
food of some sort.
Finally, as an agonized Joanna realized her body was being invaded by some bizarre breed of
unscrupulous alien sex fiend, she filled with fear and screamed, and—yes, screamed more—
yet did all this as she remained transfixed to the spot and indefinitely stuck in this position.
The slimy alien tentacles, more and more, unleashed from Jody’s body, from his chest and
stomach, whilst their otherworldly power of emergence fragmented bone and ripped bare
flesh as they stuttered into the atmosphere with magnificent force.
Soon, the two cousins were dead and the alien freed to go about its business of seeking yet
greater human nutrition and sustenance from its splattered meal on the living room floor. Its
body was filling up with food and getting fatter at a rapid rate. Its huge, white bulbous head
had one perfectly-round, neon blue eye which shone a laser-like light through the morning
dullness of day, stroking the furniture and curtains as it turned in every direction, obviously
still orientating to its new alien surroundings. Yet, it was still hungry. It was starving hungry,
in fact—and required more flesh once this lot here was devoured, bit by bit and drop by drop
of human blood. This was how it lived and survived as its ship darted through other galactic
sites home to creatures fit for devouring. Earth was just one of many stops since there were
billions of others to visit. It considered this and seemed to laugh as one of its tentacles
encircled a chunk of Jody’s brain tissue. It rammed the grey lumpy pus into its huge mouth.
Yes, there were better ways to die than this.
THE END
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
XXIII: How Eric Was a Guest at the Wedding-Feast of Gudruda the Fair
Eric looked, but said nothing.
“Who art thou?” whined the carline, gazing up at him with tear-blinded eyes. But Eric’s face
was in the shadow, and she only saw the glint of his golden hair and the flash of the golden
helm. For Eric could not speak yet a while.
“Art thou one of the Swanhild’s folk, come to drive me hence with the rest? Good sir, I
cannot go to the fells, my limbs are too weak. Slay me, if thou wilt, but drive me not from
this,” and she pointed to the corpse. “Say now, will thou not help me to give it burial? It is
unmeet that she who in her time had husband, and goods, and son, should lie unburied like a
dead cow on the fells. I have still a hundred in silver, if I might but come at it. It is hidden,
sir, and I will pay thee if thou wilt help me to bury her. These old hands are too feeble to dig
a grave, nor could I bear her there alone if it were dug. Thou wilt not help me?—then may
thine own mother’s bones lie uncovered, and be picked of gulls and ravens. Oh, that Eric
Brighteyes would come home again! Oh, that Eric was here! there is work to do and never a
man to do it.”
Now Eric gave a great sob and cried, “Nurse, nurse! knowest thou me not! I am Eric
Brighteyes.”
She uttered a loud cry, and, clasping him by the knees, looked up into his face.
“Thanks be to Odin! Thou art Eric—Eric come home again! But alas, thou hast come too
late!”
“What has happened, then?” said Eric.
“What has happened? All evil things. Thou art outlawed, Eric, at the suit of Swanhild for the
slaying of Atli the Earl. Swanhild sits here in Coldback, for she hath seized thy lands.
Saevuna, thy mother, died two days ago in the hall of Middalhof, whither she went to speak
with Gudruda.”
“Gudruda! what of Gudruda?” cried Eric.
“This, Brighteyes: to-day she weds Ospakar Blacktooth.”
Eric covered his face with his hand. Presently he lifted it.
“Thou art rich in evil tidings, nurse, though, it would seem, poor in all besides. Tell me at
what hour is the wedding-feast?”
“An hour after noon, Eric; but now Swanhild has ridden thither with her company.”
“Then room must be found at Middalhof for one more guest,” said Eric, and laughed aloud.
“Go on!—pour out thy evil news and spare me not!—for nothing has any more power to
harm me now! Come hither, Skallagrim, and see and hearken.”

Skallagrim came and looked on the face of dead Saevuna.
“I am outlawed at Swanhild’s suit, Lambstail. My life lies in thy hand, if so be thou wouldst
take it! Hew off my head, if thou wilt, and bear it to Gudruda the Fair—she will thank thee
for the gift. Lay on, Lambstail; lay on with that axe of thine.”
“Child’s talk!” said Skallagrim.
“Child’s talk, but man’s work! Thou hast not heard the tale out. Swanhild hath seized my
lands and sits here at Coldback! And—what thinkest thou, Skallagrim?—but now she has
ridden a-guesting to the marriage-feast of Ospakar Blacktooth with Gudruda the Fair!
Swanhild at Gudruda’s wedding!—the eagle in the wild swan’s nest! But there will be
another guest,” and again he laughed aloud.
“Two other guests,” said Skallagrim.
“More of thy tale, old nurse!—more of thy tale!” quoth Eric. “No better didst thou ever tell
me when, as a lad, I sat by thee, in the ingle o’ winter nights—and the company is fitting to
the tale!” and he pointed to dead Saevuna.
Then the carline told on. She told how Hall of Lithdale had come out to Iceland, and of the
story that he bore to Gudruda, and of the giving of the lock of hair.
“What did I say, lord?” broke in Skallagrim—”that in Hall thou hadst let a weasel go who
would live to nip thee?”
“Him I will surely live to shorten by a head,” quoth Eric.
“Nay, lord, this one for me—Ospakar for thee, Hall for me!”
“As thou wilt, Baresark. Among so many there is room to pick and choose. Tell on, nurse!”
Then she told how Swanhild came out to Iceland, and, having won Ospakar Blacktooth and
Gizur to her side, had laid a suit against Eric at the Thing, and there bore false witness against
him, so that Brighteyes was declared outlaw, being absent. She told, too, how Gudruda had
betrothed herself to Ospakar, and how Swanhild had moved down to Coldback and seized the
lands. Lastly she told of the rising of Saevuna from her deathbed, of her going to Middalhof,
of the words she spoke to Björn and Ospakar, and of her death in the hall at Middalhof.
When all was told, Eric stooped and kissed the cold brow of his mother.
“There is little time to bury thee now, my mother,” he said, “and perchance before six hours
are sped there will be one to bury at thy side. Nevertheless, thou shalt sit in a better place than
this.”
Then he cut loose the cords that bound the body of Saevuna to the chair, and, lifting it in his
arms, bore it to the hall. There he set the corpse in the high seat of the hall.

“We need not start yet a while, Skallagrim,” said Eric, “if indeed thou wouldst go a-guesting
with me to Middalhof. Therefore let us eat and drink, for there are deeds to do this day.”
So they found meat and mead and ate and drank. Then Eric washed himself, combed out his
golden locks, and looked well to his harness and to Whitefire’s edge. Skallagrim also ground
his great axe upon the whetstone in the yard, singing as he ground. When all was ready, the
horses were caught, and Eric spoke to the carline:
“Hearken, nurse. If it may be that thou canst find any of our folk—and perchance now that
they see that Swanhild has ridden to Middalhof some one of them will come down to spy—
thou shalt say this to them. Thou shalt say that, if Eric Brighteyes yet lives, he will be at the
foot of Mosfell to-morrow before midday, and if, for the sake of old days and fellowship,
they are minded to befriend a friendless man, let them come thither with food, for by then
food will be needed, and I will speak with them. And now farewell,” and Eric kissed her and
went, leaving her weeping.
As it chanced, before another hour was sped, Jon, Eric’s thrall, who had stayed at home in
Iceland, seeing Coldback empty, crept down from the fells and looked in. The carline saw
him, and told him these tidings. Then he went thence to find the other men. Having found
them he told them Eric’s words, and a great gladness came upon them when they learned that
Brighteyes still lived, and was in Iceland. Then they gathered food and gear, and rode away
to the foot of Mosfell that is now called Ericsfell.
Ospakar sat in the hall at Middalhof, near to the high seat. He was fully armed, and a black
helm with a raven’s crest was on his head. For, though he said nothing of it, not a little did he
fear that Saevuna spoke sooth—that her words would come true, and, before this day was
done, he and Eric should once more stand face to face. At his side sat Gudruda the Fair, robed
in white, a worked head-dress on her head, golden clasps upon her breast and golden rings
about her arms. Never had she been more beautiful to see; but her face was whiter than her
robes. She looked with loathing on Blacktooth at her side, rough like a bear, and hideous as a
troll. But he looked on her with longing, and laughed from side to side of his great mouth
when he thought that at last he had got her for his own.
“Ah, if Eric would but come, faithless though he be!—if Eric would but come!” thought
Gudruda; but no Eric came to save her. The guests gathered fast, and presently Swanhild
swept in with all her company, wrapped about in her purple cloak. She came up to the high
seat where Gudruda sat, and bent the knee before her, looking on her with lovely mocking
face and hate in her blue eyes.
“Greeting, Gudruda, my sister!” she said. “When last we met I sat, Atli’s bride, where to-day
thou sittest the bride of Ospakar. Then Eric Brighteyes held thy hand, and little thou didst
think of wedding Ospakar. Now Eric is afar—so strangely do things come about—and
Blacktooth, Brighteyes’ foe, holds that fair hand of thine.”
Gudruda looked on her and turned whiter yet in her pain, but she answered never a word.
“What! no word for me, sister?” said Swanhild. “And yet it is through me that thou comest to
this glad hour. It is through me that thou art rid of Eric, and it is I who have given thee to the
arms of mighty Ospakar. No word of thanks for so great a service!—fie on thee, Gudruda!
fie!”

Then Gudruda spoke: “Strange tales are told of thee and Eric, Groa’s daughter! I have done
with Eric, but I have done with thee also. Thou hast thrust thyself here against my will and, if
I may, I would see thy face no more.”
“Wouldst thou see Eric’s face, Gudruda?—say, wouldst see Eric’s face? I tell thee it is fair!”
But Gudruda answered nothing, and Swanhild fell back, laughing.
Now the feast began, and men waxed merry. But ever Gudruda’s heart grew heavier, for in it
echoed those words that Saevuna had spoken. Her eyes were dim, and she seemed to see
naught but the face of Eric as it had looked when he came back to her that day on the brink of
Goldfoss Falls and she had thought him dead. Oh! what if he still loved her and were yet true
at heart? Swanhild mocked her!—what if this was a plot of Swanhild’s? Had not Swanhild
plotted aforetime, and could a wolf cease from ravening or a witch from witch-work? Nay,
she had seen Eric’s hair—that he had sworn none save she should touch! Perchance he had
been drugged, and the hair shorn from him in his sleep? Too late to think! Of what use was
thought?—beside her sat Ospakar, in one short hour she would be his. Ah! that she could see
him dead—the troll who had trafficked her to shame, the foe she had summoned in her wrath
and jealousy! She had done ill—she had fallen into Swanhild’s snare, and now Swanhild
came to mock her!
The feast went on—cup followed cup. Now they poured the bride-cup! Before her heart beat
two hundred times she would be the wife of Ospakar!
Blacktooth took the cup—pledged her in it, and drank deep. Then he turned and strove to kiss
her. But Gudruda shrank from him with horror in her eyes, and all men wondered. Still she
must drink the bridal cup. She took it. Dimly she saw the upturned faces, faintly she heard the
murmur of a hundred voices.
What was that voice she caught above them all—there—without the hall?
Holding the cup in her hand, Gudruda bent forward, staring down the skali. Then she cried
aloud, pointing to the door, and the cup fell clattering from her hand and rolled along the
ground.
Men turned and looked. They saw this: there on the threshold stood a man, glorious to look
at, and from his winged helm of gold the rays of light flashed through the dusky hall. The
man was great and beautiful to see. He had long yellow hair bound in about his girdle, and in
his left hand he held a pointed shield, in his right a spear, and at his thigh there hung a mighty
sword. Nor was he alone, for by his side, a broad axe on his shoulder and shield in hand,
stood another man, clad in black-hued mail—a man well-nigh as broad and big, with hawk’s
eyes, eagle beak, and black hair streaked with grey.
For a moment there was silence. Then a voice spoke:
“Lo! here be the Gods Baldur and Thor!—come from Valhalla to grace the marriage-feast!”
Then the man with golden hair cried aloud in a voice that made the rafters ring:

“Here are Eric Brighteyes and Skallagrim Lambstail, his thrall, come from over sea to grace
the feast, indeed!”
“I could have looked for no worse guests,” said Björn, beneath his breath, and rose to bid
men thrust them out. But before he could speak, lo! gold-helmed Eric and black-helmed
Skallagrim were stalking up the length of that great hall. Side by side they stalked, with faces
fierce and cold; nor stayed they till they stood before the high seat. Eric looked up and round,
and the light of his eyes was as the light of a sword. Men marvelled at his greatness and his
wonderful beauty, and to Gudruda he seemed like a God.
“Here I see faces that are known to me,” said Eric. “Greetings, comrades!”
“Greetings, Brighteyes!” shouted the Middalhof folk and the company of Swanhild; but the
carles of Ospakar laid hand on sword—they too knew Eric. For still all men loved Eric, and
the people of his quarter were proud of the deeds he had done oversea.
“Greeting, Björn, Asmund’s son!” quoth Eric. “Greeting, Ospakar Blacktooth! Greeting,
Swanhild the Fatherless, Atli’s witch-wife—Groa’s witch-bairn! Greeting, Hall of Lithdale,
Hall the liar—Hall who cut the grapnel-chain! And to thee, sweet Bride, to thee Gudruda the
Fair, greeting!”
Now Björn spoke: “I will take no greeting from a shamed and outlawed man. Get thee gone,
Eric Brighteyes, and take thy wolf-hound with thee, lest thou bidest here stiff and cold.”
“Speak not so loud, rat, lest hound’s fang worry thee!” growled Skallagrim.
But Eric laughed aloud and cried—
“Words must be said, and perchance men shall die, ere ever I leave this hall, Björn!”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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THE LOST CONTINENT by C. J. Cutcliffe Hyne
7. The Biters of the Walls (Further Account)
“You will set me free,” she said, regarding me from under her brows, “without any further
exactions or treaty?”
“I will set you free exactly on those terms,” I answered, “unless indeed we here decide that it
is better for Atlantis that I should die, in which case the freedom will be of your own taking.”
“My lord plays a bold game.”
“Tut, tut,” I said.
“But I shall not hesitate to take the full of my bond, unless my theories are most clearly
disproved to me.”
“Tut,” I said, “you women, how you can play out the time needlessly. Show me sufficient
cause, and you shall kill me where and how you please. Come, begin the accusation.”
“You are a tyrant.”
“At least I have not paraded my tyrannies in Atlantis these twenty years. Why, Nais, I did but
land yesterday.”
“You will not deny you came back from Yucatan for a purpose.”
“I came back because I was sent for. The Empress gives no reasons for her recalls. She states
her will; and we who serve her obey without question.”
“Pah, I know that old dogma.”
“If you discredit my poor honesty at the outset like this, I fear we shall not get far with our
unravelling.”
“My lord must be indeed simple,” said this strange woman scornfully, “if he is ignorant of
what all Atlantis knows.”
“Then simple you must write me down. Over yonder in Yucatan we were too well wrapped
up in our own parochial needs and policies to have leisure to ponder much over the slim news
which drifted out to us from Atlantis—and, in truth, little enough came. By example,
Phorenice (whose office be adored) is a great personage here at home; but over there in the
colony we barely knew so much as her name. Here, since I have been ashore, I have seen
many new wonders; I have been carried by a riding mammoth; I have sat at a banquet; but in
what new policies there are afoot, I have yet to be schooled.”
“Then, if truly you do not know it, let me repeat to you the common tale. Phorenice has tired
of her unmated life.”
“Stay there. I will hear no word against the Empress.”

“Pah, my lord, your scruples are most decorous. But I did no more than repeat what the
Empress had made public by proclamation. She is minded to take to herself a husband, and
nothing short of the best is good enough for Phorenice. One after another has been put up in
turn as favourite—and been found wanting. Oh, I tell you, we here in Atlantis have watched
her courtship with jumping hearts. First it was this one here, then it was that one there; now it
was this general just returned from a victory, and a day later he had been packed back to his
camp, to give place to some dashing governor who had squeezed increased revenues from his
province. But every ship that came from the West said that there was a stronger man than any
of these in Yucatan, and at last the Empress changed the wording of her vow. ‘I’ll have
Deucalion for my husband,’ said she, ‘and then we will see who can stand against my
wishes.’”
“The Empress (whose name be adored) can do as she pleases in such matters,” I said
guardedly; “but that is beside the argument. I am here to know how it would be better for
Atlantis that I should die?”
“You know you are the strongest man in the kingdom.”
“It pleases you to say so.”
“And Phorenice is the strongest woman.”
“That is beyond doubt.”
“Why, then, if the Empress takes you in marriage, we shall be under a double tyranny. And
her rule alone is more cruelly heavy than we can bear already.”
“I pass no criticism on Phorenice’s rule. I have not seen it. But I crave your mercy, Nais, on
the newcomer into this kingdom. I am strong, say you, and therefore I am a tyrant, say you.
Now to me this sequence is faulty.”
“Who should a strong man use strength for, if not for himself? And if for himself, why that
spells tyranny. You will get all your heart’s desires, my lord, and you will forget that many a
thousand of the common people will have to pay for them.”
“And this is all your accusation?”
“It seems to be black enough. I am one that has a compassion for my fellow-men, my lord,
and because of that compassion you see me what I am to-day. There was a time, not long
passed, when I slept as soft and ate as dainty as any in Atlantis.”
I smiled. “Your speech told me that much from the first.”
“Then I would I had cast the speech off, too, if that is also a livery of the tyrant’s class. But I
tell you I saw all the oppression myself from the oppressor’s side. I was high in Phorenice’s
favour then.”

“That, too, is easy of credence. Ylga is the fan-girl to the Empress now, and second lady in
the kingdom, and those who have seen Ylga could make an easy guess at the parentage of
Nais.”
“We were the daughters of one birth; but I do not count with either Zaemon or Ylga now.
Ylga is the creature of Phorenice, and Phorenice would have all the people of Atlantis slaves
and in chains, so that she might crush them the easier. And as for Zaemon, he is no friend of
Phorenice’s; he fights with brain and soul to drag the old authority to those on the Sacred
Mountain; and that, if it come down on us again, would only be the exchange of one form of
slavery for another.”
“It seems to me you bite at all authority.”
“In fact,” she said simply, “I do. I have seen too much of it.”
“And so you think a rule of no-rule would be best for the country?”
“You have put it plainly in words for me. That is my creed to-day. That is the creed of all
those yonder, who sit in the camp and besiege this city. And we number on our side, now, all
in Atlantis save those in the city and a handful on the priests’ Mountain.”
I shook my head. “A creed of desperation, if you like, Nais, but, believe me, a silly creed.
Since man was born out of the quakings and the fevers of this earth, and picked his way
amongst the cooler-places, he has been dependent always on his fellow-men. And where two
are congregated together, one must be chief, and order how matters are to be governed—at
least, I speak of men who have a wish to be higher than the beasts. Have you ever set foot in
Europe?”
“No.”
“I have. Years back I sailed there, gathering slaves. What did I see? A country without rule or
order. Tyrants they were, to be sure, but they were the beasts. The men and the women were
the rudest savages, knowing nothing of the arts, dressing in skins and uncleanness,
harbouring in caves and the tree-tops. The beasts roamed about where they would, and hunted
them unchecked.”
“Still, they fought you for their liberty?”
“Never once. They knew how disastrous was their masterless freedom. Even to their dull,
savage brains it was a sure thing that no slavery could be worse; and to that state you, and
your friends, and your theories, will reduce Atlantis, if you get the upper hand. But, then, to
argue in a circle, you will never get it. For to conquer, you must set up leaders, and once you
have set them up, you will never pull them down again.”
“Aye,” she said with a sigh, “there is truth in that last.”
The torch had filled the captain’s room with a resinous smoke, but the flame was growing
pale. Dawn was coming in greyly through a slender arrow-slit, and with it ever and again the
glow from some mountain out of sight, which was shooting forth spasmodic bursts of fire.
With it also were mutterings of distant falling rocks, and sullen tremblings, which had

endured all the night through, and I judged that earth was in one of her quaking moods, and
would probably during the forthcoming day offer us some chastening discomforts.
On this account, perhaps, my senses were stilled to certain evidences which would otherwise
have given me a suspicion; and also, there is no denying that my general wakefulness was
sapped by another matter. This woman, Nais, interested me vastly out of the common; the
mere presence of her seemed to warm the organs of my interior; and whilst she was there, all
my thoughts and senses were present in the room of the captain of the gate in which we sat.
But of a sudden the floor of the chamber rocked and fell away beneath me, and in a tumult of
dust, and litter, and bales of the captain’s plunder, I fell down (still seated on the flagstone)
into a pit which had been digged beneath it. With the violence of the descent, and the flutter
of all these articles about my head, I was in no condition for immediate action; and whilst I
was still half-stunned by the shock, and long before I could get my eyes into service again, I
had been seized, and bound, and half-strangled with a noose of hide. Voices were raised that I
should be despatched at once out of the way; but one in authority cried out that, killing me at
leisure, and as a prisoner, promised more genteel sport; and so I was thrust down on the floor,
whilst a whole army of men trod in over me to the attack.
What had happened was clear to me now, though I was powerless to do anything in
hindrance. The rebels with more craft than anyone had credited to them, had driven a galley
from their camp under the ground, intending so to make an entrance into the heart of the city.
In their clumsy ignorance, and having no one of sufficient talent in mensuration, they had
bungled sadly both in direction and length, and so had ended their burrow under this chamber
of the captain of the gate. The great flagstone in its fall had, it appeared, crushed four of them
to death, but these were little noticed or lamented. Life was to them a bauble of the slenderest
price, and a horde of others pressed through the opening, lusting for the fight, and recking
nothing of their risks and perils.
Half-choked by the foul air of the galley, and trodden on by this great procession of feet, it
was little enough I could do to help my immediate self much less the more distant city. But
when the chief mass of the attackers had passed through, and there came only here and there
one eager to take his share at storming the gate, a couple of fellows plucked me up out of the
mud on the floor, and began dragging me down through the stinking darkness of the galley
towards the pit that gave it entrance.
Twenty times we were jostled by others hastening to the attack, either from hunger for fight,
or from appetite for what they could steal. But we came to the open at last, and halfsuffocated though I was, I contrived to do obeisance, and say aloud the prescribed prayer to
the most High Gods in gratitude for the fresh, sweet air which They had provided.
Our Lord the Sun was on the verge of rising for His day, and all things were plainly shown.
Before me were the monstrous walls of the capital, with the heads of its pyramids and higher
buildings showing above them. And on the walls, the sentries walked calmly their appointed
paces, or took shelter against arrows in the casemates provided for them.
The din of fighting within the gate rose high into the air, and the heavy roaring of the cavetigers told that they too were taking their share of the melee. But the massive stonework of
the walls hid all the actual engagement from our view, and which party was getting the upper
hand we could not even guess. But the sounds told how tight a fight was being hammered out

in those narrow boundaries, and my veins tingled to be once more back at the old trade, and
to be doing my share.
But there was no chivalry about the fellows who held me by my bonds. They thrust me into a
small temple nearby, which once had been a fane in much favour with travellers, who wished
to show gratitude for the safe journey to the capital, but which now was robbed and ruined,
and they swung to the stone entrance gate and barred it, leaving me to commune with myself.
Presently, they told me, I should be put to death by torments. Well, this seemed to be the new
custom of Atlantis, and I should have to endure it as best I could. The High Gods, it appeared,
had no further use for my services in Atlantis, and I was not in the mood then to bite very
much at their decision. What I had seen of the country since my return had not enamoured me
very much with its new conditions.
The little temple in which I was gaoled had been robbed and despoiled of all its furnishments.
But the light-slits, where at certain hours of the day the rays of our Lord the Sun had fallen
upon the image of the God, before this had been taken away, gave me vantage places from
which I could see over the camp of these rebel besiegers, and a dreary prospect it was. The
people seemed to have shucked off the culture of centuries in as many months, and to have
gone back for the most part to sheer brutishness. The majority harboured on the bare ground.
Few owned shelter, and these were merely bowers of mud and branches.
They fought and quarrelled amongst themselves for food, eating their meat raw, and their
grain (when they had it) unground. Many who passed my vision I saw were even gnawing the
soft inside of tree bark.
The dead lay where they fell. The sick and the wounded found no hand to tend them. Great
man-eating birds hovered about the camp or skulked about, heavy with gorging, amongst the
hovels, and no one had public spirit enough to give them battle. The stink of the place rose up
to heaven as a foul incense inviting a pestilence. There was no order, no trace of strong
command anywhere. With three hundred well-disciplined troops it seemed to me that I could
have sent those poor desperate hordes flying in panic to the forest.
However, there was no very lengthy space of time granted me for thinking out the policy of
this matter to any great depth. The attack on the gate had been delivered with suddenness; the
repulse was not slow. Of what desperate fighting took place in the galleries, and in the circus
between the two sets of gates, the detail will never be told in full.
At the first alarm the great cave-tigers were set loose, and these raged impartially against
keeper and foe. Of those that went in through the tunnel, not one in ten returned, and there
were few of these but what carried a bloody wound. Some, with the ruling passion still strong
in them, bore back plunder; one trailed along with him the head of the captain of the gate; and
amongst them they dragged out two of the warders who were wounded, and whom revenge
had urged them to take as prisoners.
Over these two last a hubbub now arose, that seemed likely to boil over into blows. Every
voice shouted out for them what he thought the most repulsive fate. Some were for burning,
some for skinning, some for impaling, some for other things: my flesh crept as I heard their
ravenous yells. Those that had been to the trouble of making them captive were still
breathless from the fight, and were readily thrust aside; and it seemed to me that the poor
wretches would be hustled into death before any definite fate was agreed upon, which all

would pass as sufficiently terrific. Never had I seen such a disorderly tumult, never such a
leaderless mob. But, as always has happened, and always will, the stronger men by dint of
louder voices and more vigorous shoulders got their plans agreed to at last, and the others
perforce had to give way.
A band of them set off running, and presently returned at snails’ pace, dragging with them
(with many squeals from ungreased wheels) one of those huge war engines with which
besiegers are wont to throw great stones and other missiles into the cities they sit down
against. They ran it up just beyond bowshot of the walls, and clamped it firmly down with
stakes and ropes to the earth. Then setting their lean arms to the windlasses, they drew back
the great tree which formed the spring till its tethering place reached the ground, and in the
cradle at its head they placed one of the prisoners, bound helplessly, so that he could not
throw himself over the side.
Then the rude, savage, skin-clad mob stood back, and one who had appointed himself
engineer knocked back the catch that held the great spring in place.
With a whir and a twang the elastic wood flung upwards, and the bound man was shot away
from its tip with the speed of a lightning flash. He sang through the air, spinning over and
over with inconceivable rapidity, and the great crowd of rebels held their breath in silence as
they watched. He passed high above the city wall, a tiny manikin in the distance now, and
then the trajectory of his flight began to lower. The spike of a new-built pyramid lay in the
path of his terrific flight, and he struck it with a thud whose sound floated out to us
afterwards, and then he toppled down out of our sight, leaving a red stain on the whiteness of
the stone as he fell.
With a roar the crowd acknowledged the success of their device, and bellowed out insults to
Phorenice, and insults to the Gods: a poor frantic crowd they showed themselves. And then
with ravening shouts, they fell upon the other captive warder, binding him also into a
compact helpless missile, and meanwhile getting the engine in gear again for another shot.
But for my part I saw nothing of this disgusting scene. I heard the bolt grate stealthily against
the door of the little temple in which I was imprisoned, and was minded to give these brutish
rebels somewhat of a surprise. I had rid myself of my bonds handily enough; I had rubbed my
limbs to that perfect suppleness which is always desirable before a fight; and I had planned to
rush out so soon as the door was swung, and kill those that came first with fist blows on the
brow and chin.
They had not suspected my name, it was clear, for my stature and garb were nothing out of
the ordinary; but if my bodily strength and fighting power had been sufficient to raise me to a
vice-royalty like that of Yucatan, and let me endure alive in that government throughout
twenty hard-battling years, why, it was likely that this rabble of savages would see something
that was new and admirable in the practice of arms before the crude weight of their numbers
could drag me down. Nay, I did not even despair of winning free altogether. I must find me a
weapon from those that came up to battle, with which I could write worthy signatures, and I
must attempt no standing fights. Gods! but what a glow the prospect did send through me as I
stood there waiting.
A vainer man, writing history, might have said that always, before everything else, he held in
mind the greater interests before the less. But for me—I prefer to be honest, and own myself

human. In my glee at that forthcoming fight—which promised to be the greatest and most
furious I had known in all a long life of battling—I will confess that Atlantis and her differing
policies were clean forgot. I should go out an unknown man from the little cell of a temple, I
should do my work, and then, whether I took freedom with me, or whether I came down at
last myself on a pile of slain, these people would guess without being told the name, that here
was Deucalion. Gods! what a fight we would have made!
But the door did not open wide to give me space for my first rush. It creaked gratingly
outwards on its pivots, and a slim hand and a white arm slipped inside, beckoning me to
quietude. Here was some woman. The door creaked wider, and she came inside.
“Nais,” I said.
“Silence, or they will hear you, and remember. At present those who brought you here are
killed, and unless by chance someone blunders into this robbed shrine, you will not be
found.”
“Then, if that is so, let me go out and walk amongst these people as one of themselves.”
She shook her head.
“But, Nais, I am not known here. I am merely a man in very plain and mud-stained robe. I
should be in no ways remarkable.”
A smile twitched her face. “My lord,” she said, “wears no beard; and his is the only clean
chin in the camp.”
I joined in her laugh. “A pest on my want of foppishness then. But I am forgetting somewhat.
It comes to my mind that we still have unfinished that small discussion of ours concerning the
length of my poor life. Have you decided to cut it off from risk of further mischief, or do you
propose to give me further span?”
She turned to me with a look of sharp distress. “My lord,” she said, “I would have you forget
that silly talk of mine. This last two hours I thought you were dead in real truth.”
“And you were not relieved?”
“I felt that the only man was gone out of the world—I mean, my lord, the only man who can
save Atlantis.”
“Your words give me a confidence. Then you would have me go back and become husband
to Phorenice?”
“If there is no other way.”
“I warn you I shall do that, if she still so desires it, and if it seems to me that that course will
be best. This is no hour for private likings or dislikings.”
“I know it,” she said, “I feel it. I have no heart now, save only for Atlantis. I have schooled
myself once more to that.”

“And at present I am in this lone little box of a temple. A minute ago, before you came, I had
promised myself a pretty enough fight to signalise my changing of abode.”
“There must be nothing of that. I will not have these poor people slaughtered unnecessarily.
Nor do I wish to see my lord exposed to a hopeless risk. This poor place, such as it is, has
been given to me as an abode, and, if my lord can remain decorously till nightfall in a
maiden’s chamber, he may at least be sure of quietude. I am a person,” she added simply,
“that in this camp has some respect. When darkness comes, I will take my lord down to the
sea and a boat, and so he may come with ease to the harbour and the watergate.”
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